


Seven Seas
A Certain Scientific Accelerator, vol. 5
Story by Kazuma Kamachi
Art by Yamaji Arata
                                                                                                                   

The most popular villain from A Certain Scientific Railgun turns anti-
hero in his own manga series

A Certain Scientific Accelerator is an ongoing manga series spun 
off directly from the pages of New York Times bestseller A Certain 
Scientific Railgun. Series author Kazuma Kamachi delves deeper 
into the world of Academy City as portrayed in A Certain Scientific 
Railgun and A Certain Magical Index, giving the spotlight to the 
sinister Accelerator in this highly-anticipated spin-off.

A Certain Scientific Accelerator features color inserts in each 
volume.

The “Certain” franchise began with the long-running light novel 
series A Certain Magical Index, which was adapted into both a 
manga and an anime series. Its spin-off, A Certain Scientific Railgun, 
became a breakout hit. 

Welcome to a world where mysticism and science collide and 
supernatural powers are derived from either science or religion. 

At the heart of this world is Academy City, an advanced metropolis 
whose population is comprised mostly of students. The majority of 
students are enrolled in the city’s “Power Curriculum Program,” 
where they must learn to master their latent psychic powers.

Kazuma Kamachi is a Japanese writer of light novels and manga. He 
is best known for A Certain Magical Index and A Certain Scientific 
Railgun.

Yamaji Arata is a Japanese manga artist best known for A Certain 
Scientific Accelerator. 
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Seven Seas
Masamune-kun’s Revenge, vol. 4
Story by Takeoka Hazuki
Art by Tiv
                                                                                                                   

A deliciously funny revenge tale for fans of Skip Beat and Toradora!

Masamune-kun’s Revenge is an ongoing romantic comedy 
about a young man seeking vengence against his greatest bully 
by confronting her years after a complete physical and social 
transformation. This tale of vanity, vegeance, and rediscovery is full 
of comedy and heart, along with great artwork that will appeal 
to fans of series such as Haganai: I Don’t Have Many Friends and 
Toradora!.

Masamune-kun’s Revenge will be published by Seven Seas as single 
volumes, each containing a full-color insert.

As an overweight child, Makabe Masamune was mercilessly 
teased and bullied by one particular girl, Adagaki Aki. 

Determined to one day exact his revenge upon her, Makabe begins 
a rigorous regimen of self-improvement and personal transformation.

Years later, Masamune reemerges as a new man. Handsome, 
popular, with perfect grades, and good at sports, Masamune-
kun transfers to Aki’s school and is unrecognizable to her. Now, 
Masamune-kun is ready to confront the girl who bullied him so many 
years ago and humiliate her at last. Revenge is sweet!

Takeoka Hazuki is a Japanese author best known for Masamune-
kun’s Revenge.

Tiv is a Japanese artist best known for Masamune-kun’s Revenge. 
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Seven Seas
Hana & Hina After School, vol. 1 
Story and art by Milk Morinaga
                                                                                                                   

A brand new yuri series from the New York Times best selling manga 
creator Milk Morinaga!

Hana & Hina After School is an all-new manga series by Milk 
Morinaga, a beloved creator known for her critically-acclaimed 
works in the yuri genre, including Girlfriends and Kisses, Sighs, and 
Cherry Blossom Pink. Hana & Hina After School is a romantic comedy 
about two dissimilar girls who find common ground when it comes to 
all things cute.

Hana & Hina After School is an ongoing manga series that will 
feature full-color inserts in each volume.

Hana and Hina are two high school girls working at the same 
character goods shop, but they are completey different from 

one another.  Hana is petite, uncertain and shy, while Hina is tall, 
confident, and trendy. Yet they share a secret: their school has a 
strict policy against taking part-time jobs. They also discover that 
both of them share an irresistable attraction to things that are cute, 
be it the uniforms at their all-girls’ school or...each other! Just how 
long will Hana and Hina be able to keep their after school jobs, and 
their feelings for each other, a secret?

Morinaga Milk is a fan-favorite yuri manga artist whose works include 
Girlfriends, Gakuen Polizi, and Kisses, Sighs, and Cherry Blossoms Pink. 
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Seven Seas
The Seven Princes of the Thousand Year 
Labyrinth, vol. 2
Story by Aikawa Yu
Art by Atori Haruno
                                                                                                                   

A new gothic fantasy for fans of Devils & Realist and Black Butler!

The Seven Princes of the Thousand Year Labyrinth is an all-new 
fantasy manga series about a group of young men struggling to 
survive in a mysterious labyrinth full of traps and secrets. The highly 
detailed artwork, suspenseful storytelling, and attractive male cast 
makes this a perfect series for fans of Devils & Realist and Black 
Butler.

The Seven Princes of the Thousand Year Labyrinth is an ongoing 
manga series that will be released as single volumes.

A young man, Ewan Juno, awakens to find himself imprisoned in an 
unknown place, surrounded by stone walls and seemingly endless 
corridors. Ewan learns that he is one of a group of individuals, all sent 
to this strange place—the Thousand Years Labyrinth. Each of them 
is a candidate to become the country’s next emperor, however 
only one can claim the crown. If, as a group, they do not decide, 
the title will fall to the last man standing, and it appears the labyrinth 
has methods of its own to achieve that end. A series of puzzles, trials, 
and deadly traps stands between life and death, and appears to 
mimic an old legend about an emperor and his seven lords—who 
were all lost in the very same maze.
 
Will the chosen candidates find a way out or will the labyrinth claim 
another seven princes in its search for an emperor?

Aikawa Yu is a manga author best known for the series Dark Edge 
and The Seven Princes of the Thousand Year Labyrinth.

Atori Haruno is a Japanese manga artist best known for The Seven 
Princes of the Thousand Year Labyrinth. 
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Seven Seas
A Centaur’s Life, vol. 11
Story & Art by Kei Murayama
                                                                                                                   

Being a teenager is never easy...especially for a centaur!

A Centaur’s Life is an ongoing manga series with a wholly unique 
take on the slice-of-life genre—it focuses on the daily school life 
of supernatural creatures. This series features quirky and adorable 
artwork presented in oversized editions that include a color insert in 
each volume.

Himeno is a sweet, shy girl, who, like many teens her age, struggles 
with the trials and tribulations of attending high school. The 

difference is she’s a centaur; but she’s not alone. In fact, all of her 
classmates are supernatural creatures, sporting either horns, wings, 
tails, halos, or some other unearthly body appendage. Yet despite 
their fantastical natures, Himeno and her best friends—the dragon-
winged Nozomi, and Kyoko with her spiraled horns—are down-to-
earth, fun-loving teenagers who grapple with issues of life and love 
in a mostly normal daily school setting.

A Centaur’s Life will appeal to fans of slice-of-life manga like 
Yotsuba&! and of supernatural schools like Rosario + Vampire.

Kei Murayama is a Japanese manga author and artist whose A 
Centaur’s Life won the eighth Comic Ryujin Award in Japan. 
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Seven Seas
Lord Marksman and Vanadis, vol. 3
Story by Tsukasa Kawaguchi 
Art by Nobuhiko Yanai
                                                                                                                   

The fantasy epic that inspired the fan-favorite anime series is now an 
ongoing manga series!

Lord Marksman and Vanadis is an all-new, ongoing manga that 
originated as a light novel series, and has since been adapted into a 
hit anime currently being streamed in North Amercia by Funimation. 
Lord Marksman and Vanadis is a sweeping fantasy tale of two 
nations at war, and the beautiful and deadly warrior who makes a 
fateful decision to spare one man’s life.

Seven Seas will release the Lord Marksman and Vanadis manga 
series as individual volumes with at least one full-color insert in each 
book.

The country of Zhcted is ruled by seven women known as the 
Vanadis, a group of warriors who are given powerful weapons 

and dominion over the country’s seven terrorities. Taking advantage 
of its neighboring nations’ civil unrest, Zhcted goes to war against 
the country of Brune. In a battle that decimates Brune’s army, 
the brave, young Brune nobleman Tigrevurmund Vorn meets the 
beautiful Eleonara Viltaria—one of the Vanadis.

Impressed with his skill as an archer, Elen allows Tigre to live in 
exchange for his servitude. But the battle is far from over, and 
extends further than either of them could have imagined. Tigre 
and his new mistress become caught in the middle of a plot that 
threatens not only their homelands but the entire world.

Tsukasa Kawaguchiis is a Japanese light novel author, best known 
for his series series Lord Marksman and Vanadis.

Nobuhiko Yanai is a manga artist best known for Lord Marksman and 
Vanadis. 
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Seven Seas
Merman in My Tub, vol. 6
Story and art by Itokichi
                                                                                                                   

For fans of Nichijou! and Monster Musume comes an all new take on 
the monster genre

Merman in My Tub is an uproarious supernatural comedy manga 
that turns the popular “monster girl” genre on its tail by focusing 
on monster boys. Fans of comedies such as Nichijou! and Monster 
Musume are sure to enjoy the odd couple relationship between a 
young man and a merman who has invaded his bathtub.

Merman in My Tub is an ongoing manga series that received an 
anime adaptation in 2014. The anime is currently being streamed on 
Crunchyroll with English subtitles. 

Each volume of Merman in My Tub contains color inserts and 
features eye-catching character designs and artwork.

What happens when an intruder from the sea stakes claim to 
your bathtub? A cool yet demure teenage boy named Tatsumi 

must learn to live with the self-obsessed and playful merman Wakasa 
in a small Tokyo apartment. These two dissimilar young men will learn 
what it takes to deal with one another in their everyday lives, and 
impromptu visits by Wakasa’s ocean friends—an anthropomorphized 
octopus, jelly fish, and hermit crab—do not make things any easier. 
Welcome to Tatsumi’s bathtub. It’s getting crowded!

Itokichi is a Japanese artist best known for Merman in My Tub. 
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Seven Seas
Monster Musume: I Heart Monster Girls, 
vol. 4
Original Story by OKAYADO 
Story and Art by Various Artists
                                                                                                                   

A hilarious companion series to Monster Musume!

Monster Musume: I Heart Monster Girls is a brand new manga series 
starring everyone’s favorite monster girls from the New York Times 
bestseller, Monster Musume. Monster Musume: I Heart Monster Girls 
doubles-up on the humor and heart, telling all-new, all-original stories 
in four-panel comic strip anthology format.

Monster Musume has been adapted into a hit anime series, currently 
streaming on Crunchyroll, and boasts a passionate fanbase around 
the world as its manga volumes continue to top sales charts.

Each volume of Monster Musume: I Heart Monster Girls will include 
multiple full-color inserts.

When hapless human twenty-something Kurusu Kimihito 
becomes an involuntary “volunteer” in the government 

homestay program for monster girls, his world is turned upside 
down. A reptilian lamia named Miia is sent to live with him, and 
it is Kimihito’s job to tend to her every need and make sure she 
integrates into his everyday life. While cold-blooded Miia is so 
sexy she makes Kimihito’s blood boil with desire, the penalties for 
interspecies breeding are dire. 

Even worse, when a buxom centaur girl named Centorea and a 
scantily clad harpy named Papi move into Kimihito’s house, what’s 
a full-blooded young man with raging hormones to do? And they’re 
only the beginning of Kimihito’s foray into the world of monster girls!

OKAYADO is a Japanese manga artist and author who is best known 
for their series 12 Beast and Monster Musume. They are the original 
creator of the Monster Musume franchise.
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Seven Seas
Servamp, vol. 9
Story and art by Strike Tanaka
                                                                                                                   

Now with an anime adaptation!

Servamp is an ongoing action comedy manga series that focuses 
on a power struggle between vampires. The dynamic art style and 
action-packed storyline will appeal to fans of similar shonen series 
like Blood Lad and Durarara!!.

Servamp features delightful shonen-style artwork, including color 
inserts, in each volume.

When a stray black cat named Kuro crosses Mahiru Shirota’s 
path, the high school freshman’s life will never be the same 

again. Kuro is, in fact, no ordinary feline, but a servamp: a servant 
vampire. While Mahiru’s personal philosophy is one of non-
intervention, he soon becomes embroiled in an ancient, altogether 
surreal conflict between vampires and humans.

Strike Tanaka is best known as the creator of Servamp and a variety 
of boys’ love titles, and has also contributed to the Kagerou Daze 
comic anthology. 
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Seven Seas
The Other Side of Secret, vol. 4
Story and art by Yoshikawa Hideaki
                                                                                                                   

For fans of Magika Madoka and Sword Art Online comes a new tale 
of survival and discovery in a fantasy world!

The Other Side of Secret is an ongoing fantasy series that follows a 
young man hoping to save his sister and atone for his mistakes after 
crossing over into a strange fantasy world of magic and monsters. 
The mix of action, comedy, and sexual tension makes it a perfect 
read for fans of series like No Game, No Life and Freezing.

The Other Side of Secret features stunning artwork and will be 
released as single-volume books, each with a full-color illustrated 
insert.

Yuto has been plagued by the disappearance of his sister after 
he witnessed her vanish through a strange portal. Seven years 

later, he sees two girls emerge from the same magical doorway. Not 
about to let this chance to find his sister pass him by, Yuto follows 
them back through it and is transported to a strange and dangerous 
world.

There Yuto finds his sister but at a price. A terrible mistake costs the 
lives of many of that world’s inhabitants, and Yuto is to blame. Can  
Yuto atone for what he’s done and bring his sister back home with 
him?

Yoshikawa Hideaki is best known as the author and artist of The 
Other Side of Secret. 
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Seven Seas
Species Domain, vol. 1
Story & art by Noro Shunsuke
                                                                                                                   

For fans of My Monster Secret comes a fresh, elvish take on the 
monster girl genre!

Species Domain is an all-new series for fans of supernatural comedic 
hijinks in the monster girl genre. Offering a fresh twist on monster 
girls, Species Domain is chock-full of elves, dwarves, demons, and 
more. It’s a hilarious tale of beings born into the modern world with 
familiar mythological features—but without any of the magical 
quirks and powers that come with it. It’s not easy being pointy-eared 
or sprouting wings when your classmates are still predominantly 
humans, all awaiting your big magical debut, which will never 
come!

With expressive artwork and a unique cast of fantastical characters, 
Species Domain is an ongoing manga series that fans of titles like 
Monster Musume won’t want to miss. Each hilarious volume contains 
full-color inserts.

Every so often, a child is born with the features of a legendary 
being. From long, graceful elvish ears, to burly dwarven muscles, 

or an oni’s horns, you never quite know who, or what, you’ll see 
walking down the street these days. However, none of these 
individuals are born with the inherent traits their species are known 
for, and no one is more painfully aware of this than Kazamori. Born 
with the appearance of an elf, everyone expects her to wield 
magic, but she just can’t do it! Kazamori has managed to hide this 
fact until now, but when an ordinary human who can use his own 
science-based version of magic learns the truth about her, what’s a 
young elf girl in high school to do?

Noro Shunsuke is a Japanese manga creator best known for his 
debut work, Species Domain.
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Seven Seas
The Testament of Sister New Devil, vol. 5
Story by Tetsuto Uesu
Art by Miyakokasiwa
                                                                                                                   

A sexy supernatural action manga for fans of Akame Ga Kill and 
High School DxD

The Testament of Sister New Devil is an all-new, ongoing manga 
series based on a bestselling series of light novels of the same name. 
Combining action and comedy with the supernatural genre, The 
Testament of Sister New Devil is a high octane romp about a high 
school boy and his two succubi step-sisters that will appeal to fans of 
manga series like High School DxD and Dragonar Academy.

The Testament of Sister New Devil has spawned an anime 
adaptation, which has been licensed for home video by Funimation 
and received a second animated season in late 2015, currently 
being streamed by Crunchyroll.

When his oddball father suddenly decides to remarry, high 
school student Toujo Basara is about to acquire some very 

peculiar new family members. Enter his new seductive step-sisters, 
Mio and Maria. When Basara discovers that one of his step-sisters is 
a succubus and his other a recently crowned demon lord, all hell 
breaks loose!

Basara is almost forced into a contract with his demonic sisters 
where he would act as their eternal servant—but something goes 
wrong. Instead, a reverse contract is formed, and Basara becomes 
the master. Between fending off their seductive advances and 
coping with the attacks of rival demon contractors, Basara has a big 
learning curve if he is to survive.

Tetsuto Uesu is best known as the author of The Testament of Sister 
New Devil light novel series.

Miyakokasiwa is best known as the artist of The Testament of Sister 
New Devil manga adaptation. 
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